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For the greater good

The Donation app „Hilfreich" helps to 

build up an empathetic community 

by lowering the hurdles for 

donations.

Chose between a world wide variety 

of projects which you can support 

with your own personal donation 

goals. Round up your expenses and 

donate the little amounts in order to 

reach big goals.

hilfreich.sparkasse.at

http://hilfreich.sparkasse.at
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Erste Hub

BeeOne

Erste Group



Erste Hub

BeeOne

‣Hire great people

‣Build the right environment

‣Set good priorities

‣Question everything

‣Get it done!



Erste Hub

BeeOne

‣We work independently. 

‣We report to the top. 

‣As we started the WHO was 

more important than the 

WHAT. 

‣We found a way to reduce 

time to decision dramatically 

through smart governance. 



Erste Hub

BeeOne

‣We are entitled to question 

everything and we decided 

to start with the basics. 

‣We always start with a 

customer-problem, 

because in the problem we 

find the seeds for the 

solution.

‣We work all in one room. 

‣We strongly believe that we 

only find new answers if we 

overcome existing silo-

praxis.



Erste Hub

BeeOne
‣Together we started a 

cumulative process step by 

step, action by action and 

turn by turn that adds up to 

sustained and spectacular 

results. 

‣We emerged to be great a 

team. 



Erste Hub

BeeOne

‣ Create an outstanding brand experience 

throughout all channels

‣ Build the ERSTE digital ecosystem for all 

devices

‣ Re-engineer the current CRM into an 

integrated new data management tool 

serving the multichannel world

‣ Re-engineer the current CRM into an 

integrated new data management tool 

serving the multichannel world

‣ Building the new Communication 

Language

‣ Redesigning main customer related 

services and processes

‣ Build up a specific ERSTE Identity 

through unique usability culture and 

Financial Literacy Approach

Erste Hub 

Business 

Profile



Erste Hub

BeeOne

‣ IT Competence

‣ Design Competence

‣ Business Competence

‣ CRM Competence

‣ Language Competence

‣ Literacy Competence

‣ Social Bank 

Erste Hub 

Competence

Profile



“If you really have a good idea

you should be able to tell it with one

simple sentence.”



We are building a financial ecosystem around 

transactional data focusing on user-centricity

that is designed for digital.

We follow a 20/80 rule and 

develop the product iteratively.

We deliver value through intelligence and 

open new potential for strategic partnerships. 



boris.marte@erstegroup.com


